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Railway Suicide in The Netherlands Lower Than Expected

Are Preventive Measures Effective?

Cornelis A. J. van Houwelingen, Alessandro Di Bucchianico, Domien G. M. Beersma, and Ad J. F. M. Kerkhof

Abstract. Background: Increasing rail transportation requires appropriate railway suicide preventive measures. Aims: The investigation of trends in railway suicide during 2008–2018, a period in which preventive measures were taken by Dutch railway infrastructure manager ProRail. Methods: Generalized linear regression models for railway suicide were developed for the period 1970–2007 with general suicide rate, railway traffic intensity, and a combination of these variables as regressors. Subsequently, the best-fitting model was used to investigate trends in railway suicide after 2007 by comparing in retrospect observed values with the expected outcomes of the regression model. Results: An adequate regression model for railway suicide was obtained using both general suicide rate and railway traffic intensity as regressors. Based on this model, while national suicide mortality and railway traffic increased, a distinct relative decline in railway suicides was found from 2012 onward. Conclusions: This decline of railway suicides in the Netherlands may indicate that preventive measures taken by ProRail were effective and prevented around 85 railway suicides annually, a reduction of 30%.
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Since the expansion of railway transport in the 19th century, our society has been confronted with the harsh reality of suicides on the tracks (Clarke, 1994). Besides lives lost, this suicide method complicates the grief of survivors and constitutes a huge burden for railway personnel and others involved (Bardon & Mishara, 2015; Mehnert et al., 2012). Usually, thousands of travelers are directly or indirectly involved. Moreover, these incidents are highly disruptive to railway traffic. In Europe, from 2012 to 2016, there were almost 3,000 annual occurrences of railway suicide, representing 73% of all fatalities on European railways (European Union Agency for Railways, 2018). As population growth, increasing mobility needs, and strategies for reducing CO2 emissions are bound to increase rail transport volumes, more railway suicides can be expected with a concomitant increase of human suffering and disruption of services on heavily trafficked tracks. These concerns have led to the EU RESTRAIL project, which provides tools for the reduction of suicide and trespass on railway tracks (http://www.restrail.eu; Havârmeanu et al., 2017), and to preventive measures in a number of European countries, Australia, and Japan (Ryan et al., 2018). In the Netherlands, railway infrastructure manager ProRail completed a first series of interventions in the course of 2007 to reduce unauthorized access to railways and the number of railway suicides. Investments in preventive safety measures were continued ever since (van der Veer, 2016).

To evaluate the impact of these preventive measures, formulating a quantitative model for the accurate description of the dynamics underlying railway suicide rates would be helpful. Such a model requires relevant variables with readily available quantitative data. In a Dutch longitudinal study covering the period 1950–2007, the railway suicide rate was seen to be related to the general suicide rate (van Houwelingen et al., 2010). Also, a slight gender difference was observed. A cross-national study on railway suicide in the Netherlands and Germany over the years 2000–2007 highlighted the importance of railway traffic intensity (van Houwelingen et al., 2013). These findings caused the authors to examine statistical models for the separate and combined influences of general suicide frequency and railway traffic intensity using data from 1970 to 2007, the period before
preventive measures were taken in the Netherlands. The goal of this exercise was to find an appropriate regression model that would enable us to evaluate in retrospect trends from 2008 to 2018, the time preventive measures were taken. In summary, the following research questions were formulated:
1. Which regression model describes best the observed railway suicide rates in the period 1970–2007: (a) a model with general suicide rate as only regressor, (b) a model with railway traffic intensity as only regressor, or (c) a model with both regressors?
2. Does a regression model describing the relation between general suicide rates, railway suicide rates, and railway traffic intensity remain valid even if changes may have taken place over time in general and railway suicide rates? In other words, can the whole period 1970–2007 be captured in one model only?
3. Do railway suicide rates in the Netherlands in the period 2008–2018, corrected for general suicide rate and railway traffic intensity, differ from expectations based on the data from 1970 to 2007?
4. Can changes in railway suicide mortality be attributed to preventive measures taken by the railway infrastructure manager?

**Methods**

**Sample and Data Source**

Data on railway suicides in 1980–2018 were obtained from the Dutch railway infrastructure manager ProRail, which keeps records of all suicidal behavior on the national railway network, with the exception of underground, light-rail, and tram systems. Records are based on statutory investigations by the local police and coroner of every unnatural death and include suicides by jumping or lying down in front of a moving train or by deliberately crashing a car into a moving train. These records are a reliable source for the study of railway suicide, as there is a strong correspondence with the data collected by the Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek (Statistics Netherlands, https://cbs.nl), while having the advantage of a shorter reporting time frame (Reyners et al., 2011). The records provided by ProRail report gender in 97.9% of cases. Our database was enlarged by adding the annual frequencies of transportation suicides (overground and underground trains, unspecified) of 1970–1979 from the Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek. The proportion of underground railway suicides in 1970–1979 is considered to be very small, as underground systems only started to function on a limited scale in two cities (Rotterdam and Amsterdam) in 1968 and 1977. The time period 1970–2007 was chosen because it provided a large enough database for the purpose of the first part of our study, while before and after this period changes had taken place in Dutch society that may have influenced the incidence of railway suicide, that is, the detoxification of domestic gas between 1963 and 1968 (Clarke & Lester, 1989, Chapter 2), the conversion of gated level crossings to half-barrier level-crossings from 1959 to 1962, and the realization of an array of preventive measures by ProRail from 2007 onward, as mentioned in the introduction.

ProRail provided data on the length of the national railway network and on kilometers run by trains on Dutch territory. National suicide statistics and national population figures were obtained from the Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek. Gender was specified in all data provided by the Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek. Annual railway suicide and general suicide rates (per 100,000 inhabitants) were calculated based on the January 1 census of the Dutch population. Nonresident railway suicides from the ProRail database were not included.

**Railway Traffic Intensity**

Railway traffic intensity was defined as train kilometers divided by railway length in kilometers. Train kilometers are kilometers run by national and international passenger trains and freight trains of all carriers on Dutch territory. Railway length is the number of kilometers of railway in use for scheduled passenger trains and/or freight trains, independent of the number of tracks. The number of tracks was not included as it was assumed that the number of trains passing by influences suicide opportunity at a location rather than the number of tracks.

**Exploratory Data Analysis**

In this section, trends in the variables of interest are explored over the period 1970–2018. Note that the formulation of the models is only based on data regarding 1970–2007. In general suicide rates increasing trends for men and women emerged between 1970 and 1984. After 1984, a gender difference was found. For men, after an initial steep decline until 1990, rates remained almost stable till an exceptional low in 2007, followed by a steep increase in the period 2008–2013, a stabilization during 2014–2017, and a lower value in 2018. For women, rates decreased from 1985 onward to a low in 2007 and then steadily increased in the period 2008–2018 (see Figure S1 in ESM 1). Railway suicide rates for both men and women manifested increasing, almost linear, trends until
approximately 1985. There was no clear trend between 1985 and 1994. From 1994 to 2003, railway suicide rates for men decreased, then increased again, and stabilized after 2007, with considerable annual variations. For women, a decline was observed in the period 1995–2007, followed by an increase from 2008 onward. In 2018, values for men and women were considerably lower, though (see Figure S2 in ESM 1). The percentage of railway suicides related to general suicides increased until about 1976 for men and 1980 for women. Since then, percentages for men and women largely remained the same within margins, with the exception of an outlier for women in 1989. The percentages were seen to be slightly larger for men than for women. Railway traffic intensity showed an almost linear upward trend from a value of 35,674 train km/railway km in 1972 toward 53,333 train km/railway km in 2018.

The observed changes over time in the variables general suicide and railway suicide rate do not necessarily imply changes in the relation between these variables as captured in the model, which may remain the same (e.g., if the percentage of railway suicides in relation to all suicides remained constant).

The main conclusions from the exploratory data analysis regarding the period 1970–2007 are, therefore, as follows:
1. In this period, the relation between general suicide rates and railway suicide rates was slightly different for men and women in terms of values and course over time. By way of precaution, it is necessary to formulate separate models for men and women.
2. Overall, the ratio of railway suicides to general suicides remained stable, so that building regression models for railway suicide rates with general suicide rate as one of the regressors seems plausible.
3. Railway traffic intensity is increasing. Therefore, it seems worthwhile to investigate whether adding railway traffic intensity improves the models mentioned in 2.

Statistical Modeling

Using the exploratory data analysis as a basis, we fitted linear regression models relating railway suicide rates to general suicide rates (Model 1), to railway traffic intensity (Model 2), and to both (Model 3). We limited ourselves to data regarding 1970–2007, for reasons explained in the section Sample and data source. Rates were transformed to absolute numbers, taking into account the changes in population size, so that we could apply the generalized linear model regression framework for count data. The details of the models are described in ESM 2.

In all statistical analyses, a p-value of less than .05 was considered statistically significant. Diagnostics for the quasi-Poisson models performed on standardized deviance residuals, following the recommendations of McCullagh and Nelder (1991) (Chapter 12), did not reveal difficulties with the regression model assumptions. The hierarchical structure of the models enabled us to statistically test whether Model 3 is superior to Model 1 or Model 2 by using an F-test. We fitted separate models for men and women. All evaluations were performed with the statistical software package R version 4.0.3 for Windows.

Investigating Trends After 2007

We determined retrospectively whether observed railway suicide rates in each of the past years (2008–2018) were in agreement with the expected outcomes of the best-fitting regression model based on relevant data from 1970 to 2007, the period before preventive measures. In other words, we made a comparison between observed railway suicide rates and backcasted railway suicide rates.

Results


Models were fitted as described in the section Statistical modeling. Diagnostic analysis of the separate models for men and women revealed no problems for Models 1 and 3, while Model 2, as expected, showed signs of a missing variable. The models combining men and women (“all”) showed serious deficiencies, as expected from the exploratory data analysis. It was therefore decided to discontinue using these combined models, and instead to present overall results by adding up the results from the separate models for men and women.

To check for overdispersion in our data, dispersion parameters were estimated using a quasi-likelihood approach with canonical log link. The dispersion parameter values for all models ranged between 2.1 and 7.8, indicating that Poisson regression was inappropriate. Instead, our analyses used quasi-Poisson regression models with canonical log link.

ANOVA tests using the hierarchical structure of Models 1, 2, and 3 showed that Model 3, with the inclusion of railway traffic intensity in addition to general suicide rate, is significantly better than Models 1 and 2 (p-values < .008).
Trend Analysis of Railway Suicides in the Period 2008–2018

In this section, we investigated whether the railway suicide frequencies for the period starting in 2008 differed from values expected on the basis of Model 3. With the exception of the years 2009–2011 for men and 2008 for women, the ratio of observed and expected railway suicide rates was found to be considerably smaller than 1, meaning that the observed values were falling behind (see Table S1 in ESM 3). When converting these rates to absolute numbers, considerable differences were noticed between the observed numbers of railway suicides and the numbers expected from 2012 onward (see Table S2 in ESM 3 and Figure 1). Because of the gender effect noticed before, the assessment of the total number of railway suicides was made by obtaining separate estimates for men and women, and then adding them up. Added up, the differences between expected and observed values during the years 2012–2018 equaled 322 for men and 287 for women, respectively, with an overall difference of 30%. This amounted to an average of 46 and 41 fewer railway suicides per year than expected.

Discussion

This study investigated models of the relation between general suicides, railway suicides, and railway traffic intensity over the period of 1970–2007. It was found that a model with general suicide rate and railway traffic intensity as regressors (Model 3) showed a good fit that was significantly better than models with only one of these variables. This model performed well for both men and women in spite of changes over time in the individual variables.

This best-fitting model was then used to backcast railway suicide over the period of 2008–2018, when railway suicide preventive measures were taken. The application of this model threw a new light on the relatively “stable” annual railway suicide figures from 2008 onward. Retrospectively, an unprecedented deviation of railway suicide from model expectations was observed, with much lower actual values during 2012–2018. This was surprising as general suicide rates had manifested a steep increase of 32% between 2008 and 2016 (see Figure S1 in ESM 1).

It seems unlikely that this relative decline of railway suicides came about because the population at risk for railway suicide was unaffected by the factors associated with

![Figure 1. Railway suicides in the Netherlands: observed and fitted values (1970–2007) and observed and expected values (2008–2018). Model = Model 3 with general suicide rate and railway traffic intensity as regressors. The vertical line marks the beginning of the gradual introduction of railway suicide preventive measures.](https://econtent.hogrefe.com/doi/pdf/10.1027/0227-5910/a000792)
the rise of general suicides observed after the 2008 global economic crisis (Chang et al., 2013). The likelihood of suicide was three times higher for persons affected by a severe disease, either physical or psychological during this economic crisis (Merzagora et al., 2016), and people who died by suicide on the railway were found to be more severely ill than general suicides (van Houwelingen & Kerkhof, 2008). As the relative decline coincided with preventive measures taken by ProRail, and in the absence of alternative explanations, it seems plausible that these interventions were effective. The interventions are described in more detail in ESM 4. While the Dutch railway suicide and trespass prevention program may have been effective, it is important to note that the impact of a railway suicide prevention program in England, Scotland, and Wales launched in 2010 remained unclear (Taylor et al., 2016). The Dutch program and the UK program “Tackling Suicide on the Railways” show some similarities, but also differences. In the United Kingdom, where around 43% of railway suicides take place at stations, the majority of the UK program activities were targeted at stations, and few physical measures were included in the program (Rail Safety and Standards Board, 2013). In the Netherlands, where only about 20% of the railway suicides occur at stations (van Houwelingen et al., 2010), an array of physical measures was carried out, predominantly realized on high-risk locations outside of stations, in addition to the activities the program had in common with the UK initiative. As such, the Dutch interventions are an example of a “whole railway system approach” advocated by Ceccato and Uittenbogaard (2016), an approach encompassing parts of the railway system beyond platforms and areas near stations. Managing suicidal behavior at level crossings is difficult, though. Railway suicide prevention programs are in dire need of the introduction of advanced surveillance technology using algorithms able to recognize this type of behavior plus adequate follow-up (Mishara et al., 2016; Ryan, 2017). This applies even more to railway stations with their inherent complexity. Regions where railway suicides predominantly happen at stations may, therefore, at this moment in time, be at a disadvantage, considering the currently available technology. This may, in part, explain the different outcomes of the UK and Dutch programs.

A remaining question is why the trend break has manifested itself from 2012, while step-by-step preventive measures were taken from 2007 onward. A small rise of railway suicides due to a Werther effect related to the death of a famous German football player on November 10, 2009, and of a famous Dutch actor on October 6, 2010, may have masked the effectiveness of the preventive measures to some extent (B. Hoogcarspel, personal communication, June 19, 2018; Koburger et al., 2015; Ladwig et al., 2012). Alternative explanations are that the implementation of subsequent preventive measures only reached momentum in 2012 or that elements of the approach that were realized in 2012 were more effective than previous ones, or had a relevant add-on effect.

If the cause of the discrepancy between expected and observed values lies in fact in preventive measures, then they were highly relevant for Dutch society. The calculated number of “lives saved” from railway suicide is around 85 cases per year, which would mean a huge reduction of suffering, inhumane endings of lives, railway personnel stress, passenger discomfort, and economic costs. This amounts to €8.5 million per annum, as in the Netherlands a railway suicide incident involves €100k of direct economic costs for carrier and railway manager together (van der Veer, 2016). It also implies a significant prevention of railway traffic interruption and a reduction of the economic cost for passengers as well.

Limitations

With the exception of gender, no other regressors were included in the models we explored that may have influenced railway suicide rates in the course of the study period. As mentioned above, media attention may have an impact on the prevalence of railway suicide. But this impact may vary according to how incidents are reported (Arendt et al., 2018; Niederkrotenthaler et al., 2010). The inability to include such factors may have limited the accuracy of our best-fitting model to some extent.

Although different age groups may manifest different trends over time (Baumert et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2016), we chose not to include age as a variable in our models. A meaningful differentiation of age groups would result in small populations and correspondingly wide confidence intervals and jeopardize the scope of this study, which is developing a model robust enough to detect major trends.

This study does not establish a causal relation between railway preventive measures and the relative reduction of railway suicides. Nonetheless, the relationship seems plausible. Neither were the materials of this study adequate for evaluating the separate preventive measures.

Conclusion

We formulated a parsimonious model with two regressors, that is, general suicide rate and railway traffic intensity, evaluating actual railway suicides in a satisfactory manner.
This model may help policymakers and railway infrastructure managers to critically appraise crude annual numbers of railway suicides. The model may also serve as a tool to retrospectively evaluate the impact of the 2020 economic and health crisis on railway suicide.

The discrepancy between expected and observed numbers of railway suicides since 2012, most probably related to protective measures, encourages the continuation of investments in preventive measures by the rail industry and governmental bodies. While at first sight it may be concluded that railway suicide numbers remain unchanged in spite of governmental notes and millions of Euros spent, the most likely truth is that things would have been much worse without these efforts. Even in the complex matter of railway suicide taking preventive actions seems to help.
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